Technische Universität Berlin offers an open position:

**Research Assistant - salary grade E 13 TV-L Berliner Hochschulen - 1st qualification period (PhD candidate)**

part-time employment may be possible

Faculty VI - Institute of Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning / Landscaping - Object Construction

Reference number: VI-27/20 (starting at 01/03/20 / for 5 years / closing date for applications 28/02/20)

**Working field:**
- Research and teaching
- Supervision of study projects
- Supervision of Master-/Bachelor Theses
- Participation in academic self-administration

**Requirements:**
- successfully completed university degree (Master, Diplom or equivalent) in landscape architecture or related specialization field
- professional experience with emphasis in outline planning, landscape detailing, implementation planning, tender procedures and construction supervising (HOAI-regulations for architects in Germany)
- excellent knowledge of materials and construction, as well as knowledge in sustainable construction, creativity in detailed design; knowledge of aspects relevant for the utilization of public space in the field of „design for all”, gender and diversity
- didactical talent in teaching practical experiences, motivation and guidance of students; social competence and ability to work in teams is crucial
- excellent knowledge in the relevant programs for CAD, AVA, photo / text editing and confident handling of VOB, ISO-EN-, DIN-Norms and terms of reference (FLL and others)
- fluent German with excellent verbal and written skills, very good proficiency of the English language

**Beneficial:**
- Knowledge in 3D-modeling
- Successfully completed apprenticeship of gardening and landscaping
- Driving license class B (BE or C)
- Experience as a tutor

Please send your written application with the reference number and the usual documents to Technische Universität Berlin - Der Präsident - Fakultät VI, Institut für Landschaftsarchitektur und Umweltplanung, FG Landschaftsbau - Objektbau, Sekr. EB 6, Straße des 17. Juni 145, 10623 Berlin or by e-mail to sekretariat@objektbau.tu-berlin.de.

To ensure equal opportunities between women and men, applications by women with the required qualifications are explicitly desired. Qualified individuals with disabilities will be favored. The TU Berlin values the diversity of its members and is committed to the goals of equal opportunities.

Please send copies only. Original documents will not be returned.

The vacancy is also available on the internet at [http://www.personalabteilung.tu-berlin.de/menue/jobs/](http://www.personalabteilung.tu-berlin.de/menue/jobs/)